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The Chequered F1ag

A Formula One blog by Stephen English
www.stephenenglish.ie

Taking stock after the opening races
The opening three races of the Formula 1 season have given 
fans reasons for optimism during the three week break until the 
Turkish Grand Prix.

With new regulations for tyres and aerodynamics the season 
started with fans expecting a thrilling race in Melbourne featuring 
overtaking and badly degrading tyres. They were to be disappointed 
with the Australian race and immediately talk turned from an 
exciting season to a feeling of a year expecting to feature the same 
old problems of Formula 1.

These problems have always centred on a feeling from the 
average man on the street that Formula 1 features processional 
racing with little chance of a driver making his way through the 
field and battling wheel to wheel with rival drivers on the track. The 
problem causing this has always been the stringent aerodynamic 
regulations that leave little scope for ingenuity.

This year however there are new regulations in place, with the 
specific intention of improving the racing, and while the first race 
of the season failed to live up to the hype the next two races, in 
Malaysia and China, certainly did!

When the Formula 1 community set up in camp at the Sepang 
circuit in Malaysia it was clear that this was a crucial race for the 
sport. A repeat of the Australian race could have left the new 
regulations without credibility and as a result it was important that 
fans would see close racing, divergent strategies and, perhaps most 
importantly, overtaking.
Malaysia offered hope for 2011

Malaysia provided all of these and while in the aftermath of 
the race there were calls that the racing was artificial and hard to 
follow it was clear that this style of racing delivered everything that 
the new rules were hoped to offer.

The Drag Reduction System was a huge success in Malaysia with 
drivers able to use the entire length of the pit straight to avail of a 
higher top speed and overtake the car in front. The Pirelli tyres were 
designed to degrade badly and force drivers to make more pitstops. 
KeRS returned to offer drivers an increase in power coming out of 
slow speed corners and played an important role in allowing drivers 
to defend their positions from a DRS enabled pursuer.

It was interesting that after the race in Malaysia most fans were 
excited by what they had seen on track while the dissenting voices 
that called the racing artificial generally emanated from journalists. 
It was hard not to feel that their disappointment about the new 
regulations stemmed from anything more than the fact that their 
work load was considerably increased because there was a need to 
pay attention to the entire race and not just until the pitstops were 
completed and there was little chance of changing positions or any 
other moments of excitement until the chequered flag.
China delivered that hope

These journalists went to China hoping for a return to normality 
and for Formula 1 to return to its equilibrium of a lack of overtaking 
and little excitement. China however had other plans and while 
practice opened with heavy smog hanging over Shanghai as the 
weekend progressed the excitement, and the smog, started to 
rise.

Qualifying was one of the most exciting in recent years with 
Mark Webber removed in Q1 after failing to get the most out 
of his tyres on his fastest lap. While at the time it seemed that 
Webber’s weekend was ruined this was to prove a blessing for 
the Australian and give teams a clear insight into the new style of 
racing for 2011.

The new Pirelli tyres were designed to force teams to make 
additional pitstops. Last season races were dominated by single 
stops with Bridgestone developing rock hard tyres that left little 
scope for teams to try different strategies. Races were dominated 
by teams decided to stop one lap earlier or later than their rivals.

The new Pirelli tyres were designed to counteract this and force 
teams to make numerous stops. As a result of their design the new 
tyres have a very short lifespan and suffer a severe drop off in grip, 
and therefore performance, as the race progresses. This has meant 
that it is crucial for teams to figure out just how much life they 
can get out of a set of tyres before they “fall off the cliff.” This is 
an expression that fans can expect to hear a lot throughout the 
season.

The last two races have shown just how difficult it can be to 
judge the effects of tyre wear. In Malaysia Lewis hamilton was 
forced to make a pitstop just three laps from the end after suffering 
severe tyre wear and losing lots of time in the second half of the 
race.

The McLaren driver learned from his Sepang mistakes to drive a 
flawless race in Shanghai to take the win. he was aided by saving a 
set of the softer tyres in qualifying and as a result was able to have 
fresh rubber at each of his three stops during the race. This allowed 
him to overtake Sebastian Vettel in the closing stages after the Red 
Bull driver tried to complete the race on two stops.

With tyres nearing “the cliff” Vettel was unable to defend his 
position and hamilton easily moved past to take his first win of the 
new season. Webber also utilised his fresh tyres at the end of the 
race to fly through the field.

The 34 year old had a miserable opening stint on the harder 
tyre but used the softer option throughout the remainder of the 
race and made his way through to third, hot on the heels of his 
teammate.

Webber showed that it can be more important to have the right 
tyres on your car rather than track position in 2011 because it is 
now possible to overtake the cars around you. The new regulations 
are not perfect but the racing that they have produced in the last 
two races has been near perfect!
Positive news for Kubica

While racing rightly takes centre stage it is also worth noting 
that Robert Kubica was released from hospital at the weekend, ten 
weeks after suffering his rally crash in Italy. he still faces a long road 
to recovery but his progress shows his determination to return to 
racing. Doctors have said that it will not be clear until August if the 
Polish star will be able to return to Formula 1.
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Kernan’s Equestrian 
results
Spring Horse League Final

90CM - 1, J. Murphy’s Javas Keltic  Dawn (Jessica 
Finnegan); 1m – 1, e. hanratty’s Wonella (Siobhan han-
ratty); 1, I. Brown’s Labrynth ( ed Mulligan); 1, J. Murphy’s 
Javas Sophie (Barry Griffin); 1, P. McCourt’s Latika (emmrt 
McCourt); 1, J. Murphy’s Javas Blue Irish (Barry Griffin); 1m 
– 1, e. hanratty’s Wonella (Siobhan hanratty); 1. J. Mur-
phy’s Javas Sophie (Barry Griffin); 1, J. Duffy’s My Captain 
(Johnny Duffy);  1,L. Priestly’s Pennys Lagan (Luke Camp-
bell);  1.10m – 1, e. Mulligns Bob Douglas (ed Mulligan); 
1, J. Clarke’s Victoria’s Legion (Sean hanley); 1,P. McCourt’s 
Trebor Tell Me More (emmet McCourt); 1,A. Kavanagh’s 
Ballyorney Fionn  (Killian Barrett); 1,J. Murphy’s Javas 
Sophie (Barry Griffin); 1,e. hanratty’s Right Touch (Siobhan 
hanratty); 1, S. hanley’s  Muckno Princess(Sean hanley);  
1.20m –1, S. hanley’s Miss Capone (Sean hanley); 
McParland); 1, J. Rooney’s Carmenflag (April McCrea);  1,P. 
McCourt’s Trebor Tell Me More (emmett McCourt); 

Spring Pony League Final
128cm 80cm – F. Roche’s Trendy Celeb (Michael Roche); 

128cm 90cm – 1, h. Patterson’s euro Magic (Ronan 
Patterson);  128cm 1m – 1. P. McCourt’s Wohld Copper 
(Daire McCourt); 2, F. Roche’s Cappagh Banjo (Michael 
Roche); 138 90cm - 1, T. Forde’s Little Magic May (eva 
Forde); 1,M. Murphy’s Michaela Lady ( Michaela Nugent); 
138 1m- 1. M. Barrett’s Mister Jump (Niamh Barrett); 2,M. 
Murphy’s Michaela Lady (Michaela Nugent); 3, S. hughes’s 
Sundance Prince (ellen hughes); 4, P.McVerry’s Tara (Amy 
McVerry); 148 90cm – 1,D. McCaughey’s Lackamore Comet 
(Sean McCaughley); 1, M.Barrett’s Keenaghan Lad (Orla 

Barrett); 148 1m - 1,D. McCaughey’s Lackamorer Court 
(Sean McCaughey); 1, T. Forde’s Zambucca (eva Forde); 148 
1.10m – 1, h. Patterson’s euro Silver 9Alanna Patterson); 
2, D. McCaughey’s Glen Millar (Aaron McCaughey); 3, C, 
Berry’s The Roayal Guest (Susan Berry).

Ravensdale Lodge 
Equestrian results
Week five, indoor horse spring league

80CM ClaSS: Divided between, evan hobson’s Promise 
Me (e. hobson) and Noel McKee’s Keeford O’ Reilly 9N. 
McKee).

90CM ClaSS: Divided between, Jane Russell’s B. Zermie 
R4 (J. Russell), evan hobson’s Promise Me (e. hobson), Noel 
McKee’s Keeford O. Reilly (N. McKee), Fintan Sullivan’s 
Burn Girl (F. Sullivan) and Fintan Sullivan’s Tullyallen Ben (L. 
Byfalt).

1M ClaSS: T. Clingan’s Antcheri (C. Clingan).
1.10M ClaSS: Divided between, Judy Murphy’s Java’s 

Sophie (B. Griffin), Peter Mceneaney’s Imperial Clover (C. 
Mcenaney), T. Clingan’s Antcheri (C. Clingan), Jane Russell’s 
W Sambia 9 (J. Russell) and Johnny Duffy’s My Captain (J. 
Duffy).

1.10m Class: Divided between, Jane Russell’s W Sambia 
9 (J. Russell) and Peter Mcenaney’s Imperial Clover (C. 
Mcenaney).

Week thirteen horse/pony training final
60CM nEwCoMErS ClaSS: Divided between, 

Ravensdale Lodge’s Ravensdale CD (P. Gilmore), Ravensdale 
Lodge’s Ravensdale Fionn (C. Farrell – Lynn), Ravensdale 
Lodge’s Ravensdale Sage (G. Byrne), Ryan Meegan’s Leah 9R. 
Meegan) and Ravensdale Lodge’s Dougal (K. Magennis).

League winner Ryan Meegan’s Leah (R. Meegan).

70CM ClaSS: Divided between, Rachel Lynch’s heidi (R. 
Lynch),  Shirley Mc Kinney’s Miss Twilight (S. Mc Kinney) and 
Ryan Meegan’s Leah (R. Meegan).

Final results: # 1 Rachel Lynch’s heidi (R. Lynch), # 2 
Shirley Mc Kinney’s Miss Twilight (S. Mc Kinney).

League winner: Rachel Lynch’s heidi (R. Lynch).
80CM ClaSS: Divided between, divided between, 

Jackie O’Brien’s Gigman Messenger (N. O’Brien), Lynn Clarke 
– hearty’s Willow (L. Clarke – hearty), Tommy Moriarity’s 
Frankie (R. Moriarity), Rachel Lynch’s heidi (R. Lynch), emma 
halpenny’s Mandy (e. halpenny) and Ciara Cullerton’s Miller 
(C. Cullerton).

Final results: # 1 Jackie O’Brien’s Gigman Messenger 
(N. O’Brien), # 2 Lynn Clarke – hearty’s Willow (L. Clarke 
– hearty), # 3 Tommy Moriarity’s Frankie 9R. Moriarity), # 
4 Rachel Lynch’s heidi (R. Lynch), emma halpenny’s Mandy 
(e. halpenny).

League winner: Jackie O’Brien’s Gigman Messenger (N. 
O’Brien).

90CM ClaSS: eleanor hoey’s Castletown Pat (e. hoey).
Final results: # 1 eleanor hoey’s Castletown Pat (e. hoey), 

# 2 Shauna Mc elroy’s Supreme Sam (S. Mcelroy), # 3 Kate 
Kenwright’s Storm (K. Kenwright), # 4 Mary Curtis’ Barney 
(M. Curtis), # 5 Jackie O’Brien’s Sillogue Sparkie (N. O’Brien), 
# 6 Jessica Finnegan’s Tommie Girl (J. Finnegan), # 7 Lynn 
Clarke – hearty’s Willow (L. Clarke – hearty).

League Winner: Jackie O’Brien’s Sillogue Sparkie (N. 
O’Brien).

1m Class: Divided between, Jackie O’Brien’s Sillogue 
Sparkie (N. O’Brien), Tommy Moriarity’s Thunder (O. 
Moriarity), Tommy Moriarity’s Dollar (M. Moriarity) and 
Martin Bolton’s Lady Celtic Cruise (M. Bolton).

Final results: # 1 Jackie O’Brien’s Sillogue Sparkie (N. 
O’Brien), # 2 Tommy Moriarity’s Thunder (O. Moriarity), # 3 
Tommy Moriarity’s Dollar (M. Moriaity).

League winner: Tommy Moriarity’s Dollar (M. Moriarity).

It’s been a good month 
for Cobra Kan fighters. 

On March 6, three 
fighters from the Dundalk 
club went to the Irish 
Open Championships in 
the City West in Dublin. 

sean O Hare, Patrick 
Mulligan, and Meegan 
Rogers competed for the 
club. 

Both Patrick and sean 
fought unbelievable 
well and made it to the 
quarter finals and Meegan 
stormed her way through 
the girls +65kg division. 
Her first three fights were 
largely competitive. 

After winning all three 
Meegan found herself 
in the final. she gained 
the title of champion by 
defeating her opponent 
by a lead of four points. 
the end result of the fight 
was nine points to five. 

On April 10, the 
Mugendo Championships 
were held in Lordship.

two fighters competed 
on the day, Catherine 
Pearson and Gerard 
Conlon. Catherine made it 

to the quarter finals in the 
women’s +65kg division. 
For fighter Gerard Conlon 
it was a victorious day, 
competing in the men’s 
– 80kgs novice division. 
the final came to an 
end as Gerard scored a 
fantastic last point in 
the remaining seconds 
putting the finishing score 
at 14 points to 13 and 
crowned Gerard as the 
winner of the division.  

Both wins were well 
deserved after tough 
training was putting 
in within the club in st 
Gerard’s Hall. 

Also in Cobra Kan 
news, the eliminations 
for the World Kickboxing 
Championships were held 
on February 19 in stewarts 
sports Centre, Dublin. 

sixteen fighters 
competed from Cobra 
Kan on the day and 
all 16 qualified for the 
Irish National team to 
compete in the World 
Championships which will 
be held this year in spain 
at the end of October.

Cobra Kan 
strikes again 
with two golds

Meegan and Gerard with their awards

Fast and Furious

Brendan Cumiskey in a Mitsubishi Lancer at the Monaghan Stages Rally.
Photo credit: Brian Mulholland, www.aclintphotography.com

DUNDALK RFC contingent tiernan 
Gonnelly, James McCann, Daniel 
Mcsherry and Derek Williams (pictured 
above) were part of the North East 
Leinster Development Rugby squad 
won the Under 16 shane Horgan Cup 
on points difference, following a 25 all 
drawn match against the south East 
Leinster Development squad in Carlow 
It on Wednesday last.

An excellent game of rugby saw 
scores ebbing and flowing to each side 
throughout the entire game leading to 

a very close encounter right up to the 
dying seconds of the match.

With the referee having called last 
play, the south Eeast scored a try in the 
corner to draw the match but missed the 
conversation that would have won them 
the match. 

sadly for the south East their out-
half pulled the ball to the left and 
wide, with all the North East players 
pressuring the kick from their try 
line and adding, greater pressure to 
what was an already difficult angle. 

Young rugby stars impress


